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Abstract—In this paper, we present an analytical model for evaluating the impact of shadowing and beamforming on the connectivity of wireless ad hoc networks accommodating nodes equipped with multiple antennas. We consider two simple beamforming schemes: random beamforming, where each node selects a main beam direction randomly with no coordination with other nodes, and center-directed beamforming, where each node points its main beam toward the geographical center of the network. Taking path loss, shadowing, and beamforming into account, we derive an expression for the effective coverage area of a node, which is used to analyze both the local network connectivity (probability of node isolation) and the overall network connectivity (1-connectivity and path probability). We verify the correctness of our analytical approach by comparing with simulations. Our results show that the presence of shadowing increases the probability of node isolation and reduces the 1-connectivity of the network, although moderate shadowing can improve the path probability between two nodes. Furthermore, we show that the impact of beamforming strongly depends on the level of the channel path loss. In particular, compared with omnidirectional antennas, beamforming improves both the local and the overall connectivity for a path loss exponent of \( \alpha < 3 \). The analysis in this paper provides an efficient way for system designers to characterize and optimize the connectivity of wireless ad hoc networks with beamforming.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless ad hoc network consists of self-organizing mobile nodes that can dynamically form a network, with no need for any pre-existing network infrastructure [1]. In such networks, connectivity is a fundamental requirement, i.e., any node pair should be connected either directly or via multiple direct links between intermediate nodes. The study of connectivity of wireless ad hoc networks can broadly be categorized based on whether the individual nodes are equipped with omnidirectional antennas or beamforming antennas. Traditionally, ad hoc networks are assumed to employ omnidirectional antennas, which transmit a signal in all directions with the same power. Recently, there has been growing interest in using beamforming to improve the connectivity of wireless ad hoc networks [2]–[5]. Beamforming allows the formation of a narrow antenna beam that can be steered to focus most of the signal energy toward a desired direction. In this paper, we provide an analytical model for characterizing the impact of beamforming on the connectivity of wireless ad hoc networks.

For omnidirectional antennas, previous work has analyzed the connectivity of wireless ad hoc networks using different methods and connectivity metrics [6]–[15]. A widely used approach in this regard is the geometric disk model [6], [7]. It is assumed that two nodes can communicate with each other if their distance apart is smaller than a given transmission radius. Using the geometric disk model, a semi-analytical procedure for the determination of the critical node density for an almost surely connected network for the case of simple path loss channels was considered in [9]. The results were extended to a shadowing environment in [10], and it was shown that the channel randomness caused by shadowing can improve network connectivity by reducing the number of isolated nodes. In [11], a probability density function (pdf) of the distance between two nodes in a rectangular or hexagonal region was analytically derived using a space decomposition method and was used to calculate the average number of neighbors of a node (i.e., node degree) with a simple path loss model. The results were extended for the case of multihop networks in a shadowing environment in [12]. An alternative analytical method, which is based on the concept of effective coverage area, was proposed in [13] to analyze the effect of path loss and shadowing on the connectivity of wireless ad hoc networks. It must be noted that the shadowing channel model used in [10], [12], and [13] increases the average channel gain, whereas in a practical wireless channel, shadowing affects only the randomness and not the average value of the channel gain.

More recently, the connectivity of wireless ad hoc networks with different beamforming schemes has been studied in [16]–[22]. Although the size, cost, and power consumption issues limit the applicability of large antenna arrays for wireless mobile devices, the advent of low-cost digital signal processor chips have made beamforming systems practical for commercial use [23], [24] and beamforming is being widely considered for wireless network standards such as IEEE 802.11, IEEE 802.16, and IEEE 802.15.3c [4]. A survey of different beamforming strategies for ad hoc networks was provided in [16]. It is well known that the use of beamforming can improve the network connectivity if each node has knowledge about the locations of all the neighboring nodes. However, the discovery of neighboring nodes in a decentralized network requires
significant signal processing for direction-of-arrival estimation in the implementation of beamforming algorithms [17]. A very simple solution that does not require neighbor node positioning information is the random beamforming strategy [17]. A core idea in random beamforming is that each node in the network randomly selects a main beam direction without any coordination with other nodes. Therefore, the random beamforming scheme has minimal communication overhead and hardware complexity. Using simulations, it was shown that, while random beamforming may decrease the number of neighbors of a node, it leads to an overall improvement in the network connectivity [17]. A similar conclusion, based on simulation studies, was drawn in [19], where the performance of random beamforming is compared to center-directed beamforming, in which each node in the network points its main beam toward the geographic center of the network. A major limitation of the work in [16]–[19] is that it only relies on simulations and provides no analytical solutions. In [20], an analytical study was used to show that random beamforming can both increase and decrease the number of isolated nodes and network connectivity, but no insight was given into when (i.e., under what channel conditions) this occurs. The aforementioned limitations are addressed in this paper.

A. Approach and Contribution

We present an analytical method to characterize the performance of beamforming in the presence of both path loss and shadowing. We extend the work in [13] for ad hoc networks with omnidirectional antennas to include the effects of beamforming. We investigate both the local and the overall connectivity with beamforming: 1) connectivity from the viewpoint of a single node (probability of node isolation) and 2) connectivity from the viewpoint of the entire network (1-connectivity and path probability).

Our initial work in [21] considered the local connectivity performance with random beamforming in simple path loss channels, which was extended to 1-connectivity performance in [22]. Our contribution and innovation in this paper differ from [13] and our previous research in [21] and [22] in three major respects. First, we propose a realistic unbiased shadowing channel model that removes the bias in the average received power due to the lognormal spread of the shadowing. Using the unbiased shadowing channel model, the effect of shadowing on the network connectivity is fundamentally different from the existing results in the literature. Second, we consider both the exact and a simplified beam pattern model in the analysis of random beamforming and extend our analytical approach to include the case of center-directed beamforming. Third, in addition to new analytical results, we include simulation results for path probability, which is a relatively moderate metric for the overall network connectivity compared with 1-connectivity. We show that the impact of shadowing or beamforming on path probability can be different from that on 1-connectivity. The analytical and simulation results in this paper provide fundamental insights into how the channel and beamforming conditions affect the connectivity properties of wireless ad hoc networks.

The following is a summary of the main results in this paper.
1) We present a simple intuitive method to calculate the effective coverage area of a node, taking beamforming and a channel model incorporating path loss and unbiased shadowing into account.
2) For a fixed path loss exponent $\alpha$, we prove that the presence of shadowing always reduces the effective coverage area of a node, thereby increasing the probability of node isolation and reducing the network 1-connectivity. This interesting result, which is the opposite of the conclusions in [10], [13], and [22], is because of the realistic unbiased shadowing channel model employed in this paper. In addition, we prove that the detrimental effect of shadowing reaches its maximum at $\alpha = 4$.
3) We show that moderate shadowing can improve the path probability between two nodes, while it always reduces the network 1-connectivity. This improvement in the path probability is due to the randomness introduced in the communication range of a node.
4) We show that the impact of beamforming strongly depends on the level of the channel path loss. In particular, beamforming improves the connectivity, compared with the use of omnidirectional antennas, for a path loss exponent of $\alpha < 3$.
5) Comparing random beamforming and center-directed beamforming, we find that both schemes give similar performance for the local and the overall network connectivity, with center-directed beamforming slightly outperforming random beamforming.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present the antenna and channel model. In Section III, we derive the effective coverage area of a node and analytically study the impact of shadowing. Section IV studies the impact of both random beamforming and center-directed beamforming on the effective coverage area. In Section V, we use the effective coverage area results to characterize the connectivity of wireless ad hoc networks. In Section VI, we validate the proposed model by comparing with simulation results and investigate the local and the overall network connectivity. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section VII.

II. SYSTEM MODEL DESCRIPTION

Consider a wireless ad hoc network, as shown in Fig. 1. The nodes with beamforming antennas are assumed to be randomly distributed in a 2-D space according to a Poisson point process. A homogeneous Poisson process provides an accurate model for a uniform distribution of nodes as the network area approaches infinity [25]. Let $\rho$ denote the node density in nodes per square meter. The probability mass function of the number of nodes $X$ in an area $A$ is given by $P(X = x) = (\mu^x / x!)e^{-\mu}$, where the Poisson distribution parameter $\mu = \rho A$ is the expected number of nodes in the area $A$.

A. Antenna Model

We assume that all nodes are equipped with identical beamforming array antennas for transmission and reception. The
antennas are lossless and devoid of any mutual coupling. In general, the antenna gain is given by [26]

\[ G = \frac{1}{2\pi} \int_{0}^{2\pi} |E(\theta, \phi)|^2 \sin(\theta) d\theta d\phi \]  

(1)

where \( \phi \in [0, 2\pi) \) is the angle from the \( x \)-axis in the \( xy \) plane, \( \theta \in [0, \pi) \) is the angle from the \( z \)-axis, and \( E(\theta, \phi) \) is the electric field strength of the antenna array.

We consider that a uniform-circular-array (UCA) configuration is employed at each node. A UCA configuration is chosen because a circular array has a single main lobe, and the beamwidth of the main lobe is almost independent of the main beam direction [27]. By comparison, a uniform linear array has two main lobes due to symmetry, and the beamwidth significantly varies with the main beam direction [27]. This can lead to an increase in the interference level and an ambiguity in the direction of the incoming signal at a receiver [28]. In addition, UCAs are known to outperform uniform rectangular arrays [29]. It should be noted that our analytical results on beamforming in Section IV and connectivity in Section V are general and apply to any antenna array configuration.

For a UCA of \( M \) identical antenna elements, the electric field strength is given by [27]

\[ E(\theta, \phi) = \sum_{m=1}^{M} E_0 \gamma_m \exp[jka \sin(\theta) \cos(\phi - \phi_m)] \]  

(2)

where \( E_0 \) is the electric field pattern of the constituent omnidirectional antennas, which is set to 1 without loss of generality, \( a \) is the radius of the circular array, \( k = 2\pi/\lambda \) is the wave number, \( \lambda \) is the wavelength of the propagating signal, \( \phi_m = 2\pi m/M \) is the angular position of the \( m \)th element, and \( \gamma_m \) is the complex excitation for each antenna element. Since the nodes are located on the 2-D \( xy \) plane, we consider all beamforming directions to be on the \( xy \) plane as well. For classical 2-D beamforming, \( \gamma_m \) is given by [27]

\[ \gamma_m = \exp[-jka \sin(\theta_0) \cos(\phi_0 - \phi_m)] \]  

(3)

where \( \theta_0 = \pi/2 \) (i.e., the \( xy \) plane), and \( \phi_0 \) is the azimuth angle of the desired main beam.

Substituting (3) into (2) and (2) into (1), we can calculate the antenna gain for any azimuthal angle \( \phi \). Note that the resulting antenna gain \( G \) from (1) is a function of \( \phi, \phi_0, \) and \( M \). Thus, we denote it as \( G(\phi, \phi_0, M) \). In the remainder of this paper, we will use the antenna gain \( G(\phi, \phi_0, M) \) to evaluate the impact of beamforming on the network connectivity.

B. Channel Model

We assume that the channel gain between a transmitting and receiving node pair is affected by path loss attenuation and shadowing effects. The severity of the path loss is characterized by the path loss exponent \( \alpha \), which usually ranges from 2 to 5 [30]. The shadowing \( S \) is modeled as a random variable drawn from a log-normal distribution given by

\[ S = 10^{w/10} \]  

(4)

where \( w \) is a Gaussian random variable with zero mean and standard deviation \( \sigma \) (hence, \( S \) is normal in decibels) [31]. A typical value of \( \sigma \) ranges from 4 to 13 dB [32]. Note that both path loss and shadowing are multiplicative factors of the received signal power.

Let \( P_T \) denote the transmit power of each node. With path loss and shadowing, the received signal power \( P_R \) is given by

\[ P_R = \frac{1}{d^\alpha} C G_T G_R P_T \]  

(5)

where \( d \) is the distance between the transmitting and receiving nodes, \( C = (\lambda/(4\pi))^2 \) is a constant, \( G_T \) and \( G_R \) are the antenna gains of the transmitting and receiving nodes, respectively, \( \zeta = S/E[S] \) is the normalized shadowing variable, and \( E[\cdot] \) denotes statistical expectation.

It is important to note that, unlike the signal models in [10], [12], [13], and [22], we normalize the shadowing term \( S \) by its mean value \( E[S] \) in the shadowing variable \( \zeta \). In practical scenarios, shadowing is caused by the variation of local propagation conditions at different locations. The presence of shadowing introduces a variation in the received signal strength, but it does not change the average value determined by the path loss model [30]. The proposed normalization in \( \zeta \) removes the bias in the received signal power so that the average received power does not artificially increase with the lognormal spread of the shadowing. The consequences of this normalization will be discussed in the next section.

III. EFFECTIVE COVERAGE AREA ANALYSIS

In this section, we derive the effective coverage area of a node, taking into account beamforming, path loss, and shadowing. Without loss of generality, we can normalize (5) with respect to the constant \( C \) so that the power attenuation is expressed as

\[ \beta(d) = \frac{P_T}{P_R} = \frac{1}{\zeta} \frac{d^\alpha}{G_T G_R} \]  

(6)
Assuming identical node hardware and negligible internode interference, two nodes separated by a distance \(d\) are connected if \(\beta(d) < \beta_h\), where \(\beta_h\) is the threshold signal power attenuation. From (6), the probability of having no direct connection between two nodes separated by a distance \(d\) is given by
\[
P(\beta \geq \beta_h) = P \left( \frac{1}{\zeta G_T G_R} \geq \beta_h \right)
= P \left( (\beta_h \zeta G_T G_R)^{\frac{1}{\alpha}} \leq d \right). \tag{7}
\]

For simplicity, we define the random variable \(R\) as
\[
R = (\beta_h \zeta G_T G_R)^{\frac{1}{\alpha}}. \tag{8}
\]

Substituting (8) into (7), we get \(P(\beta \geq \beta_h) = P(R \leq d)\). Hence, the random variable \(R\) can be referred to as the communication range. That is, the node is able to communicate with all nodes lying within a distance \(R\). The coverage area of a node can thus be considered as a disk with radius \(R\) centered at the node. Since \(R\) is a random variable, the effective coverage area is defined as the expected value of the coverage area given by \(E[\pi R^2] = \pi E[R^2]\), where \(E[R^2]\) is the second moment of the communication range. As shown in [13], the effective coverage area is strongly related to the connectivity properties of the network. Hence, we now study the impact of shadowing and beamforming on the effective coverage area \(E[\pi R^2]\).

We assume that the nodes choose the beamforming strategy independently of the shadowing effects at their locations. From (8), we have
\[
E[\pi R^2] = \pi \mathbb{E} \left[ \left( \beta_h \zeta G_T G_R \right)^{\frac{1}{\alpha}} \right]
= \pi (\beta_h)^{2/\alpha} \mathbb{E} \left[ \left( \zeta G_T G_R \right)^{2/\alpha} \right]. \tag{9}
\]

From (9), we can see that the effects of the shadowing and beamforming on the effective coverage area are characterized by the shadowing factor \(E[\zeta^{2/\alpha}]\) and the beamforming factor \(E[(G_T G_R)^{2/\alpha}]\), respectively. In the following, we present the results of the shadowing factor. The analysis of the beamforming factor will be performed in the next section.

Theorem 1: The effect of shadowing on the effective coverage area of a randomly chosen node is given by
\[
E[\zeta^{2/\alpha}] = \exp \left\{ \left( \frac{\ln 10}{10} \right)^2 \left( \frac{2 - \alpha}{\alpha^2} \right) \right\}. \tag{10}
\]

Proof: See the Appendix.

From (10), we see that the effect of shadowing depends on both the lognormal standard deviation \(\sigma\) and the path loss exponent \(\alpha\). Since \(\alpha > 2\) for any practical wireless channel, the exponent in (10) is always negative. Therefore, Theorem 1 implies that shadowing always results in a reduction of the effective coverage area. This result contradicts previous results in [10], [13], and [22], which do not normalize the shadowing factor. It must be noted that if the normalization is not used, then the impact of shadowing on the effective coverage area is given by \(E[S^{2/\alpha}] = \exp \left\{ (\sigma \ln 10/5\alpha)^2 / 2 \right\}\) (see the Appendix), where the exponent is always positive, and consequently, shadowing always increases the coverage area, as concluded in [10], [13], and [22].

Furthermore, by examining the first and second derivatives of the shadowing factor \(E[\zeta^{2/\alpha}]\) in (10) w.r.t. \(\alpha\), the following corollary can be obtained.

Corollary 1: For any fixed value of \(\sigma\), the shadowing factor reduces as \(\alpha\) increases from 2 to 4, reaching a minimum at \(\alpha = 4\), and increases as \(\alpha\) increases beyond 4.

Corollary 1 implies that shadowing results in a maximum reduction of the effective coverage area at \(\alpha = 4\) for any fixed \(\sigma\). Similarly, one can fix \(\alpha\) and investigate the effect of \(\sigma\) on the shadowing factor. For a fixed \(\alpha\), the first term in the exponent in (10) implies that the shadowing factor decreases as \(\sigma\) increases. Fig. 2 shows the shadowing factor versus \(\alpha\) for different values of \(\sigma\), which confirms the results in Corollary 1. Furthermore, we see from Fig. 2 that the shadowing factor does not change much with \(\sigma\) for \(\alpha > 3\). On the other hand, the shadowing factor significantly varies with \(\sigma\) for any fixed \(\alpha\).

IV. BEAMFORMING ANALYSIS

In this section, we study the effects of random beamforming and center-directed beamforming on the effective coverage area, which is characterized by the beamforming factor \(E[(G_T G_R)^{2/\alpha}]\).

A. Random Beamforming

Random beamforming is a simple scheme that requires no knowledge of the positions of individual nodes or any geographical information about the network. It allows each node in the network to randomly select a main beam direction. Fig. 3(a) shows a pair of transmitting (TX) and receiving (RX) nodes in a random beamforming scenario. The parameters shown in the figure are defined as follows: \(d\) = distance between the TX and RX nodes, \(\phi = \) direction of the RX node from the TX node, with respect to the \(x\)-axis, \(\phi_T = \) main beam direction of the TX node, and \(\phi_R = \) main beam direction of the RX node.
For a network utilizing random beamforming, the pdf of the main beam angle has a uniform distribution. Since the nodes are deployed according to a uniform distribution, the direction of any other node from a chosen node has a uniform distribution as well. Therefore, angles $\phi, \phi_T$, and $\phi_R$ have identical but mutually independent pdf’s, being uniformly distributed over $[0, 2\pi)$. Using this argument, the beamforming factor is given by

$$E \left[ \frac{(G_T G_R)^2}{2\pi} \right] = \frac{1}{(2\pi)^3} \int_{0}^{2\pi} \int_{0}^{2\pi} (G(\phi, \phi_T, M) G(\pi + \phi, \phi_R, M))^2 d\phi_R d\phi_T d\phi$$

(11)

where $G(\phi, \phi_T, M)$ and $G(\pi + \phi, \phi_R, M)$ are the transmit and receive antenna gains, which can be determined from (1).

In general, a closed-form expression for the beamforming factor in (11) with an exact expression for the antenna gains cannot be obtained. However, it can be seen from (11) that the beamforming factor depends on the path loss exponent $\alpha$ which usually ranges from 2 to 5, and the number of antenna elements $M$, which is usually less than 10 in practical scenarios. Hence, the form of the aforementioned integral is such that it can quickly and accurately be numerically computed for the values of $\alpha$ and $M$ in the range of interest. Therefore, the computational complexity of studying the beamforming factor using the exact beam pattern is still low.

Using the antenna gain of a UCA given in Section II-A, we numerically evaluate (11), and the results are summarized in Table I for different values of $\alpha$ and $M$. Note that, for omnidirectional antennas, the beamforming factor is unity. We can see from Table I that the beamforming factor decreases as $\alpha$ increases. However, for a fixed $\alpha$, the beamforming factor stays relatively constant over a practical range of $M$ (e.g., $M < 10$). For $\alpha < 3$, the beamforming factor is greater than unity, and beamforming increases the effective coverage area. On the other hand, it decreases the effective coverage area when $\alpha > 3$.

Analysis With a Simplified Beam Pattern Model: A simple beam pattern model was proposed in [33], where the beam pattern consists of a flat main lobe and a flat sidelobe, which is also referred to as the keyhole beam pattern. The parameters associated with the model are the main-lobe width $\omega$ (normalized w.r.t. $2\pi$) and the sidelobe attenuation factor $\nu$, with the main-lobe gain being $M$ and the sidelobe gain being $\nu M$. Parameters $\omega$ and $\nu$ are determined based on a given beam pattern by preserving the first- and second-order moments of the beam pattern, i.e., $\omega M + (1 - \omega)\nu M = E[G(\phi, \phi_T, M)]$, and $\omega M^2 + (1 - \omega)(\nu M)^2 = E[G^2(\phi, \phi_T, M)]$. This model was found to be accurate for the capacity and outage probability analysis of beamforming in wireless cellular systems [33], [34].

Using this simplified model, it can be shown that (11), after some manipulations, reduces to a closed-form expression given by

$$E \left[ \frac{(G_T G_R)^2}{2\pi} \right] = \left( \omega M^{2/\alpha} + (1 - \omega)(\nu M)^{2/\alpha} \right)^2$$

(12)

where

$$\omega = \frac{E[G^2(\phi, \phi_T, M)] - (E[G(\phi, \phi_T, M)])^2}{E[G^2(\phi, \phi_T, M)] - 2E[G(\phi, \phi_T, M)] M + M^2}$$

(13)

$$\nu = \frac{1}{M} \frac{E[G^2(\phi, \phi_T, M)] - E[G(\phi, \phi_T, M)] M}{E[G(\phi, \phi_T, M)] - M}$$

(14)

We compute the beamforming factors using the simplified model given in (12) (the results are not shown for brevity). Similar to Table I, we observe that the beamforming factor decreases as $\alpha$ increases. However, the actual values calculated using (12) are usually different from those in Table I. The reason for this difference is that the simplified model only matches the first and second moments of $G(\phi, \phi_T, M)$, while
the computation of the beamforming factor in (11) requires an accurate match of $G^{2/\alpha}(\phi, \phi_0, M)$, with $2 \leq \alpha \leq 5$. Thus, we can conclude that the simplified beam pattern model proposed in [33] for the capacity and outage analysis of beamforming in cellular networks is not suitable for the connectivity analysis of beamforming in ad hoc networks.

B. Center-Directed Beamforming

The major drawback of random beamforming is the border effect. That is, the nodes located at the border of the network may happen to steer their main beams in a direction outside the network area, causing loss of connectivity [17]. If the area of the network is relatively fixed, it is possible for the nodes to be given or learn the geographical information of the network. The cost and complexity of obtaining the information on the network is much lower than that of obtaining the positions of individual nodes. In this scenario, center-directed beamforming can be adopted, where each node points its main beam toward the center of the network.

Fig. 3(b) shows a scenario with center-directed beamforming, where each node directs its main beam toward the geographical center of the network. In Fig. 3(b), $d_C$ denotes the distance of the TX node from the geographical center of the network, and the remaining parameters are defined as in Fig. 3(a).

To simplify the analysis, we make the assumption that the distances between the directly (i.e., one-hop) connected node pairs are much smaller than their distances from the geographical center of the network, such that $d \ll d_C$. This assumption is reasonably accurate in many practical situations where the majority of one-hop connected node pairs are a relatively large distance from the center of the network, compared with the distance between the node pairs themselves. Using this assumption, it can be shown that the one-hop-connected node pairs have approximately the same main beam direction, as they all point their main beams toward the center, such that $\phi_R \approx \phi_T$. By letting $\phi_R = \phi_T$ for all node pairs, we can establish a simplified model to approximate the beamforming factor for the center-directed beamforming scheme.

As previously discussed, for a uniformly distributed network, $\phi$ and $\phi_T$ have uniform distributions over $[0, 2\pi)$. Therefore, an approximation of the beamforming factor for center-directed beamforming can be expressed as

$$E\left[\frac{1}{2}(G_T G_R)^{2/\alpha}\right] \approx \frac{1}{(2\pi)^2} \int_0^{2\pi} \int_0^{2\pi} (G(\phi, \phi_T, M)G(\phi + \phi_T, \phi_T, M))^{2/\alpha} d\phi_T d\phi.$$  

We can see that (15) depends on the path loss exponent $\alpha$ and the number of antenna elements $M$, and it can quickly and accurately be numerically computed for the values of $\alpha$ and $M$ in the range of interest. Therefore, we numerically evaluate (15) and summarize the results in Table II. Similar to random beamforming, we also compute the beamforming factor using the simplified beam pattern model (the results are not shown for brevity)\(^1\) and find that the values are usually different from the ones in Table II, which again indicates that the simplified beam pattern model is not suitable for the connectivity analysis of beamforming in wireless ad hoc networks.

Comparing the results in Tables I and II, we see that the beamforming factors for random beamforming and center-directed beamforming behave very similarly, with the beamforming factors for center-directed beamforming being slightly higher for given values of $\alpha$ and $M$. Therefore, the effective coverage area of a node is slightly larger in a center-directed beamforming network than that in a random beamforming network.

V. CONNECTIVITY ANALYSIS

In this section, we characterize the connectivity of wireless ad hoc networks with beamforming. We consider both the local network connectivity (probability of node isolation) and the overall network connectivity (1-connectivity and path probability).

A. Local Network Connectivity

The probability of node isolation, which is denoted by $P(iso)$, is defined as the probability that a randomly selected node in an ad hoc network has no connections to any other nodes. It is a measure of the local network connectivity, and its general expression is given by [9]

$$P(iso) = \exp\{-E[D]\}$$  

where $D$ denotes the node degree, which is defined as the number of direct links that any given node has to other nodes. For a node deployment following a homogeneous Poisson point process with density $\rho$, the node degree has a Poisson distribution with parameter $\rho E[\pi R^2]$ [13]. Therefore, the average node degree $E[D]$ is given by

$$E[D] = \rho \pi R^2$$

With the simplified beam pattern model given in [33], it can be shown that the beamforming factor in (15) reduces to $E[(G_T G_R)^{2/\alpha}] \approx 2\omega \nu^{2/\alpha} M^{4/\alpha} + (1 - 2\omega)(\nu M)^{4/\alpha}$.

---

\(^1\)With the simplified beam pattern model given in [33], it can be shown that the beamforming factor in (15) reduces to $E[(G_T G_R)^{2/\alpha}] \approx 2\omega \nu^{2/\alpha} M^{4/\alpha} + (1 - 2\omega)(\nu M)^{4/\alpha}$.
where (9) is used to obtain (17). Substituting (17) into (16), we can determine the probability of isolation with beamforming to be

\[ P(\text{iso}) = \exp \left\{ -\rho \pi (\beta_{th})^{2/\alpha} E[\zeta^{2/\alpha}] E \left[ (G_T G_R)^{2/\alpha} \right] \right\} \] (18)

where \( E[\zeta^{2/\alpha}] \) is given by (10), and \( E[(G_T G_R)^{2/\alpha}] \) is given by (11) or (15).

Remark 1: From Theorem 1 in Section III, we know that the shadowing factor \( E[\zeta^{2/\alpha}] \) is always negative for wireless channels with \( \alpha > 2 \). Therefore, the presence of shadowing always increases the probability of node isolation given in (18). Furthermore, from the values of the beamforming factor \( E[(G_T G_R)^{2/\alpha}] \) given in Tables I and II, we conclude that the use of beamforming, compared with omnidirectional antennas, reduces the probability of node isolation when the path loss exponent is lower than 3, and it increases node isolation when the path loss exponent is higher than 3. It must be noted that the reduction in the local connectivity is not always detrimental. For example, the reduction in the node degree may result in a reduction in the interference level if the internode interference needs to be considered.

B. Overall Network Connectivity

1-connectivity, which is denoted by \( P(1-\text{con}) \), is defined as the probability that every node pair in the network has at least one path connecting them. It is a relatively strong measure of the overall network connectivity. An upper bound for the network 1-connectivity is given by [9]

\[ P(1 - \text{con}) < \exp \left\{ -\rho A P(\text{iso}) \right\} \] (19)

where \( A \) is the area of the network, \( P(\text{iso}) \) is given in (16), and \( \exp \{ -\rho A P(\text{iso}) \} \) is the probability of no isolated nodes in the network. It can be shown from the theorems of geometric random graphs [7] that the bound for 1-connectivity in (19) is tight as the probability approaches unity for a path-loss channel [9]. The tightness of the bound at high connectivity has also been found for shadowing channels [10].

For 1-connectivity analysis, we focus on the node density that yields an almost surely connected network, that is, the density at which \( P(1-\text{con}) = 0.99 \) [10]. This is referred to as the critical node density, which is denoted by \( \rho_c \). Since the bound in (19) is very tight at \( P(1-\text{con}) \approx 1 \), we can use it to calculate \( \rho_c \). The critical node density can be solved from (19) using Lambert’s W function as

\[ \rho_c = -\frac{1}{E[\pi R^2]} \left( \frac{E[\pi R^2] \ln 0.99}{A} \right) \]

\[ = -\frac{1}{\pi (\beta_{th})^{2/\alpha} E[\zeta^{2/\alpha}] E \left[ (G_T G_R)^{2/\alpha} \right]} \]

\[ W_{-1} \left( \ln 0.99 \frac{E[\pi R^2]}{A} \right) \] (20)

where \( W_{-1} \) denotes the real-valued nonprincipal branch of Lambert’s W function.

Remark 2: With the upper bound on 1-connectivity given in (19), we know that 1-connectivity reduces as the probability of node isolation increases. Since the presence of shadowing and the use of beamforming at a high path loss exponent (\( \alpha > 3 \)) increase node isolation, a higher critical node density \( \rho_c \) is required to establish an almost surely connected network in these scenarios. On the other hand, \( \rho_c \) can be reduced by using beamforming when the path loss exponent is low (\( \alpha < 3 \)).

Another measure of the overall network connectivity is path probability, which is denoted by \( P(\text{path}) \) and is defined as the probability that two randomly chosen nodes are connected via either a direct link or a multihop path. It is a relatively moderate metric compared with 1-connectivity. An analytical expression for the path probability is still an open research problem [17]. Therefore, we will carry out simulations in the next section to illustrate the effects of beamforming on path probability. Our analytical approach, however, allows us to make the following intuitive observations regarding the effects of shadowing and beamforming on path probability.

Remark 3: The effects of shadowing and the effects of beamforming, particularly random beamforming, are very similar, as both create randomness in the node communication range. The presence of shadowing introduces randomness in the received signal power for nodes at different locations. On the other hand, a beamforming node loses links to closely located neighbors in some directions, while it creates links to nodes that are farther away in other directions. Furthermore, it has been shown in [17] and [19] that a reduction in the local network connectivity may result in an improvement in the path probability by the use of beamforming, particularly in sparse networks. A beamforming node creates links to nodes that are farther away in certain directions, and it is the long links that improve the path probability. As the effect of shadowing is very similar to that of beamforming, we can expect that the presence of shadowing may improve the path probability, particularly in sparse networks, although it reduces the local network connectivity.

VI. RESULTS

In this section, we present the numerical results of the effect of shadowing and beamforming on the connectivity of wireless ad hoc networks. We verify the analytical models and insights given in Sections III, IV, and V by comparing them with simulations. In the simulations, nodes are randomly distributed according to a uniform distribution on a square of area \( B m^2 \). To eliminate border effects, we use the sub-area simulation method [9], such that we only compute the connectivity measures for nodes located on an inner square of area \( A m^2 \), where \( A \) is sufficiently smaller than \( B \). The simulation results are then calculated by averaging over 5000 Monte Carlo simulation trials.

A. Effect of Shadowing

To validate the analytical model for studying the effect of shadowing in Section III, we compare the analytical and simulation results on the probability of node isolation. Fig. 4 shows the probability of node isolation versus node density for \( \beta_{th} = 50 \text{ dB}, M = 1 \) (omnidirectional antennas), \( \alpha = 2.5, 3, \) and 4, and \( \sigma = 0, 4, \) and 8 dB. The analytical results shown using lines
is detrimental for 1-connectivity. The critical node density due to shadowing becomes larger when $\sigma = 8$ dB. We also see that the percentage increase in the critical node density due to shadowing becomes larger when $\alpha$ increases from 3 to 4, which agrees with Corollary 1 in Section III. These results show that the presence of shadowing is detrimental for 1-connectivity.

For 1-connectivity, we focus on the critical node density $\rho_c$, which ensures an almost connected network, i.e., $P(1\text{-con}) = 0.99$. Table III summarizes the values of $\rho_c$ for system parameters $\beta_{th} = 50$ dB, $A = 10^5 m^2$, and $M = 1$. It also includes the corresponding $\rho_c$ from [10] for comparison. Our results in Table III show that, for any given $\alpha$, the presence of shadowing increases the critical node density, while the results in [10] show the opposite trend due to the absence of normalization in the shadowing factor. For example, at $\alpha = 3$, we see that the network requires an additional 11% of the total number of nodes to be almost surely connected from a non-shadowing channel to a shadowing channel with $\sigma = 4$ dB. This increases to an additional 52% of the total number nodes required if $\sigma = 8$ dB. We also see that the percentage increase in the critical node density due to shadowing becomes larger when $\alpha$ increases from 3 to 4, which agrees with Corollary 1 in Section III. These results show that the presence of shadowing is detrimental for 1-connectivity.

As mentioned in Section V-B, an analytical expression for the path probability is still an open research problem; hence, we present simulation results and focus on the overall trends. Fig. 5 shows the path probability versus node density for $M = 1$, $\alpha = 4$, $\beta_{th} = 50$ dB, $A = 2.5 \times 10^5 m^2$, and different shadowing environments with $\sigma$ ranging from 0 (no shadowing) to 12 dB. Unlike 1-connectivity, we see that the presence of moderate shadowing, e.g., $\sigma = 4$ or 8 dB, significantly improves $P(\text{path})$. For example, $P(\text{path})$ at $\rho = 6 \times 10^{-4}$ m$^{-2}$ for $\sigma = 0$ dB is 0.35, and that for $\sigma = 8$ dB is 0.92. This agrees with our expectation in Section V-B that the presence of shadowing may increase the path probability, although it reduces the local network connectivity. However, $P(\text{path})$ does not always increase with $\sigma$. As shadowing becomes severe, e.g., $\sigma = 12$ dB, $P(\text{path})$ is lower than that achieved in a moderate shadowing environment. We confirmed that these trends are also observed at other values of $\alpha$.

Fig. 4. Probability of node isolation versus node density with $M = 1$ (omnidirectional antennas) and system parameters $\beta_{th} = 50$ dB, $\alpha = 2.5, 3,$ and $4$, and $\sigma = 0, 4,$ and $8$ dB (lines = analytical results from (18) and markers = simulation results).

Fig. 5. Path probability versus node density with $M = 1$ (omnidirectional antennas) and system parameters $\beta_{th} = 50$ dB, $\alpha = 3,$ and $\sigma = 0, 4, 8,$ and $12$ dB.

Fig. 6. Probability of node isolation versus node density with $M = 4$ antennas and system parameters $\beta_{th} = 50$ dB, $A = 2.5 \times 10^5 m^2$, and different shadowing environments with $\sigma$ ranging from 0 (no shadowing) to 12 dB. We confirm that these trends are also observed at other values of $\alpha$.

---

TABLE III
CRITICAL NODE DENSITY: EFFECT OF SHADOWING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\alpha$</th>
<th>$\beta_{th}$ (dB)</th>
<th>$A$ (m$^2$)</th>
<th>$\sigma$ (dB)</th>
<th>$M$</th>
<th>$\rho_c$, analytical</th>
<th>$\rho_c$, computed using (20)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>$10^5$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$1.41 \times 10^{-2}$</td>
<td>$1.44 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>$10^5$</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$1.14 \times 10^{-3}$ ($19%$)</td>
<td>$1.60 \times 10^{-3}$ ($11%$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>$10^5$</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$6.05 \times 10^{-4}$ ($-57%$)</td>
<td>$2.19 \times 10^{-3}$ ($52%$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>$10^5$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$1.19 \times 10^{-2}$</td>
<td>$1.34 \times 10^{-2}$ ($13%$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>$10^5$</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$1.05 \times 10^{-2}$</td>
<td>$1.89 \times 10^{-2}$ ($59%$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>$10^5$</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

$^2$We have also verified our analytical results for other values of $M$ and have observed the same trends. The results are not shown for brevity.
B. Effect of Beamforming

Fig. 6 shows the probability of node isolation versus node density for $\beta_{th} = 50$ dB, $\alpha = 2.5, 3$, and 4, $\sigma = 4$ dB, and $M = 4$ antennas. The analytical results for random and center-directed beamforming are shown in solid lines and dashed lines, respectively. The analytical results for omnidirectional antennas are shown in dash-dotted lines for reference. The simulation results for random beamforming are again in excellent agreement with the analytical results in all cases, which validates the analytical model for random beamforming presented in Section IV-A. For center-directed beamforming, the simulation results are accurate for $\alpha = 4$. Although the accuracy slightly reduces as $\alpha$ decreases from 4 to 3 and 2.5, the analytical model presented in Section IV-B provides a reasonably good approximation. From Fig. 6, we see that the use of beamforming results in a lower $P(\text{iso})$ when $\alpha < 3$ and a higher $P(\text{iso})$ when $\alpha > 3$. This agrees with our analytical results for the beamforming factor in Sections IV and V-A.4

Table IV illustrates the effect of beamforming on the critical node density $\rho_c$ for system parameters $\beta_{th} = 50$ dB, $A = 10^6$ m$^2$, and $\sigma = 8$. We see that the use of beamforming decreases $\rho_c$ at $\alpha = 2.5$, while it increases $\rho_c$ at $\alpha = 3$ and 4. This implies that beamforming improves 1-connectivity at small path loss exponents and reduces 1-connectivity at large path loss exponents. We also see that center-directed beamforming slightly outperforms random beamforming in all cases. These trends agree with the analytical results in Sections IV-A and IV-B.

Next, we present the simulation results for path probability. We focus on the general trends of the effect of random and center-directed beamforming. Fig. 7 shows the path probability versus node density with $M = 4$ antennas and system parameters $\beta_{th} = 50, 67$ dB, $\alpha = 3$ and 4, and $\sigma = 8$ dB (RB = random beamforming and CDB = center-directed beamforming). One can easily compare the connectivity improvement from beamforming for different values of $\alpha$. However, one cannot directly compare the value of $P(\text{path})$ for $\alpha = 3$ with that for $\alpha = 4$. We see from Fig. 7 that the use of beamforming provides a certain improvement in $P(\text{path})$ at $\alpha = 3$ for a relatively low node density, i.e., sparse networks. Moreover, we see that center-directed beamforming generally outperforms random beamforming. For example, $P(\text{path})$ at $\rho = 4 \times 10^{-4}$ m$^{-2}$ is 0.62 for random beamforming and 0.73 for center-directed beamforming. These trends are different from those observed in the non-shadowing environment in [19], where it was found that random beamforming usually outperforms center-directed beamforming. In addition, we see that the improvement in $P(\text{path})$ by either beamforming technique is negligible at $\alpha = 4$. Since the beamforming factor decreases with $\alpha$, we can expect that there is little improvement or even a reduction in path probability by using beamforming when $\alpha > 4$.

C. Effect of Non-Uniform Distribution

In this paper, we have considered a uniform distribution of nodes in the network. It can be argued that this assumption is more accurate in the initial stage after the nodes have uniformly been deployed at random. Due to node mobility, the spatial distribution may gradually become non-uniform, with the nodes tending to form clusters in the network [35]. The analysis for

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Beamforming Scheme</th>
<th>$\alpha$</th>
<th>$\beta_{th}$ (dB)</th>
<th>$A$ (m$^2$)</th>
<th>$\sigma$ (dB)</th>
<th>$M$</th>
<th>Analytical results computed using (20)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Omnidirectional</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>$10^6$</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$4.55 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>$10^6$</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.01 $\times 10^{-4}$ (+12%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Center-directed</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>$10^6$</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$3.90 \times 10^{-4}$ (+14%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>$10^6$</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$2.72 \times 10^{-3}$ (+6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Center-directed</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>$10^6$</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$2.88 \times 10^{-3}$ (+1%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omnidirectional</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>$10^6$</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$2.66 \times 10^{-2}$ (+18%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>$10^6$</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$2.60 \times 10^{-2}$ (+24%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Center-directed</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>$10^6$</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$2.60 \times 10^{-2}$ (+24%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the case of non-uniform distribution is outside the scope of this paper. However, using the insights provided in this paper, we can make the following observation regarding the effect of non-uniform distribution. Since beamforming increases the maximum communication range, it can assist nodes in different clusters to communicate with each other, i.e., build bridges between the clusters. Therefore, we expect that beamforming performs better in a non-uniformly distributed network than in a uniformly distributed network. The results of the effect of beamforming presented in this paper can then be seen as worst-case scenario results.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed an analytical model to investigate the effects of shadowing and beamforming on the connectivity of wireless ad hoc networks. Both random and center-directed beamforming schemes for nodes equipped with multiple antennas have been considered. We have derived the effective coverage area of a node, taking into account path loss, shadowing, and beamforming. A shadowing factor and a beamforming factor have been defined to characterize the effects of shadowing and beamforming on the local and the overall connectivity of the network. The accuracy of our analytical model has been verified by comparison with simulation results. Table V summarizes the important findings in this paper.

APPENDIX

PROOF OF THEOREM 1

To prove Theorem 1, we need to use the following result given in [25].

Lemma 1: If a random variable $Z = \ln Y$ has a normal distribution with mean and standard deviation given by $\mu_Z$ and $\sigma_Z$, the mean of $Y$ is given by $E[Y] = \exp(\mu_Z + (\sigma_Z^2/2))$.

Taking the natural logarithm of $S$ in (4), we get

$$\ln S = \ln(10^{w/10}) = \frac{w}{10} \ln 10 = \left(\frac{\ln 10}{10}\right) w$$

where $w$ is a Gaussian random variable with zero mean and standard deviation $\sigma$. Therefore, using Lemma 1, the expected value of $S$ is given by

$$E[S] = \exp\left\{\left(\frac{\ln 10}{10}\right) w\right\}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (21)

Table V summarizes the important findings in this paper.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Connectivity Metric</th>
<th>Analytical Expression</th>
<th>Impact of Shadowing</th>
<th>Impact of Beamforming</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Probability of Node Isolation</td>
<td>(18)</td>
<td>Detrimental</td>
<td>Beneficial when $\alpha &lt; 3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical Node Density for 1-connectivity</td>
<td>(20)</td>
<td>Detrimental</td>
<td>Beneficial when $\alpha &lt; 3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Path Probability</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Beneficial at moderate shadowing $e.g., \sigma = 4, 8$</td>
<td>Beneficial in sparse networks at low to moderate path loss exponent $e.g., \alpha &lt; 4$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Similarly, the expected value of $S^{2/\alpha}$ is given by

$$E[S^{2/\alpha}] = E[10^{w/5}] = \exp\left\{\left(\frac{\ln 10}{5}\right) w\right\}.$$ \hspace{1cm} (23)

From (22) and (23), the impact of shadowing on the effective coverage area is given by

$$E[S^{2/\alpha}] = \exp\left\{\left(\frac{\ln 10}{\alpha}\right)^2\right\}.$$ \hspace{1cm} (24)
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